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PLEASE support us in purchasing your Advance dog food  through the Association                                      

The sponsorship package we have enables us to purchase the food at an excellent price                                                       

The savings you make will pay for your training in a short period of time                             

AND  it will help us retain our sponsorship 

 

At our State Breed Exhibition weekend you will have the opportunity to purchase raffle 

tickets to win a beautiful and colourful hand crocheted blanket which has been donated 

by Kathy Protti.  So much work, effort and love has been put into this blanket—                          

PLEASE thank Kath by supporting the association. 

 

Has your dog reached the ripe old age of 13 or 14 years 3 months and 1 day?   

Have they qualified for the 13 Club or the Centurions? 

Have they received their awards? 

The Association intends memorialising our oldies who have                                                       

reached these important milestones on our website.   

If you have not heard from me recently seeking a photograph                                                  

PLEASE let me know so they can be included.   

Our dogs and owners are an important part of our history. 
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Please remember to support our valued and faithful sponsors where you are able to: 

Advance, Animal Health Solutions, Armadale Mowers,                                                                         

BioJohn, Scarboro Toyota, Canning Vale Fish and Chips                                                          
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At our recent Quarterly meeting the following potion was deferred to the    

upcoming Quarterly General Meeting on 9/5/2016 7.30pm                                  

at the Association’s headquarters 

 

Notice of Motion - from the Management Committee    

THAT the motion from a Q.G.M. in 2013 “That as of the 30th August 2013 the G.S.D.A. of 

W.A. (Inc) no longer pay the airfare or expenses for anyone to attend the G.S.D.C.A. N.B.C. 

& Judges’ meeting” be rescinded and replaced with the following motion - 

“THAT the G.S.D.A. of W.A. (Inc) will refund the airfare and accommodation cost of any 

delegate attending the G.S.D.C.A. A.G.M., G.S.D.C.A. N.B.C. & Judges and G.S.D.C.A. Obe-

dience meetings on receipt of a full report being submitted to the G.S.D.A. of W.A. Secre-

tary.  This report is to be submitted within four weeks of the meeting. If the report is not 

received within that time frame no refund will be offered”                                                                   

Rationale  -  

1) It is manifestly unfair to expect any member to pay their own airfare and accommoda-

tion costs to represent this club at any meeting as a club delegate.  

2) As the third largest club in Australia we should be represented at all of these meet-

ings by a delegate.   

3) Bear in mind that this refund hinges on the receipt of a report of the  meeting our 

representative attends – if members’ monies are being used  and they must get a 

return on any expense outlaid.   

4) The recent agreement  by the G.S.D.C.A. to refund a portion of air fares has  influ-

enced the re-visiting of this matter. 

 Moved: Honey Gross-Richardson   

 Seconded: Anna Mitchell 
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Dear Members 

For those who are new to the Association we would like to advise you that we 

are sponsored by Mars Pet Foods and we have the opportunity to supply you 

with your dog’s feeding requirements at a discounted price.   

The savings you make on the purchase of 3 bags equals the price of an annual 

membership.  Well worth supporting us in rewarding our generous sponsors. 

At Retail outlets these bags would cost you between $116 and $126 per bag 

 

We have available for purchase 

  ADVANCE   20kgs       Active     $95.00  

      20kgs       Chicken    $95.00   

   20kgs       Large Puppy Growth $95.00   

Note these are usually only sold in 15kgs at retailers 

 

  ADVANCE  17kgs  Turkey and Rice  $85.00 

 

Food is available at Headquarters when training is taking place. 

Further enquiries to John Crace on  

Mobile: 0417 493 110 or 

Email   vicepresident@gsdawa.org 
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Once again our mates from Armadale Mower World have rallied to 

a cause—this time closer to home to support our friends who have 

suffered so badly during the recent bushfires in the South West 

HATS OFF TO YOU ALL FOR A GREAT JOB 

We are proud to continue to support your causes that                                 

 provide so much help for so many                                           

Thanks Craig and your team 

Proud to have been a small part of it by raising $200 at our Back to 

Training BBQ.  Thanks to all who participated & donated 
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In Remembrance of our lost friends 
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Bio-John Pty Ltd was established in 1985 and is a specialist supplier of Animal Health and Feed products. 

We supply your association with ADVANCE dry food and a number of specialty health products such as:  

Wormers, Flea treatments, Shampoos and Conditioners Skin Health washes and Joint Supplements. 

If you would like the Association to stock any other products                                                    

please do not hesitate to ask your Vice President, John Crace.                                                                         

                     

The Bio-John Equine and Pet Superstore is located on Abernethy Road in Belmont and has a large                           

    warehouse layout where you will find everything you will need.             

     Our friendly staff is passionate about animals and their needs.                                                                                                                                                                

At Bio-John Equine & Pet Superstore we offer you an extensive range of products from the leading market 

suppliers so you can continue to use the products you know and trust. We cater to all your furry friends 

and your feathered friends too!                

                                                                                                                               

Did you know that G.S.D.A. of W.A. Members get a 5% discount? Just let the staff know.                                                 

                     

Our dedication to traditional old fashioned service sets us apart from your everyday shopping experience 

and we look forward to welcoming you into the Bio-John Equine & Pet Superstore!  

 

196 Abernethy Road 
 
Belmont   
 
W.A. 6104 

Phone:  9277 6122 

Fax: 9477 4167 

Email: Info@bio-john.com.au 

Opening Hours 

Weekdays 7.30am – 5.00pm 

Saturday 8.00am – 12.00noon 
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Could members please ensure they clean up 

after their dogs—we have plenty of bags and 

deposit bins around                  Thank you 
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THERE  IS  A  HUGE  RANGE  OF  PERPETUAL  TROPHIES  TO  BE  WON                                         

OVER  THE  YEAR IN OBEDIENCE DISCIPLINES 

 

Best Lady Handler trophy  -  at Otago Park 

Best Lady Handler trophy  -  at Headquarters  

Best Gentleman Handler trophy  -  at Otago Park 

Best  Gentleman Handler trophy  -  at Headquarters  

Best Child Handler trophy  -  at Otago Park 

Best Child Handler trophy  -  at Headquarters  

Encouragement Award  -  at Otago Park 

Encouragement award  -  at Headquarters  

The above trophies are awarded by the trainers at the end of the year. 

 

Best Country Handler trophy  -  Assessed on work during the year.                                                                 

All handling is considered   e.g. Shows, trials and training. 

The Norm James Consistency trophy  -  This is for the most consistently trained dog during the year.  

The trainers award points each week with the person with the most points over the year winning the 

trophy. 

The Koenig trophy  -  This is for the most consistently trained child handler’s dog during the year. 

The Conrick trophy  -  (awarded at the Closed Club Trial) held in November  -  is awarded to the highest 

scoring dog in classes advanced pre kindy to class 1. 

The Di Costa and Jansen trophy (awarded at the Closed Club Trial) held in November  -  is awarded to 

the highest scoring dog in trials classes e.g. CCD, CD, CDX, UD and UDX. 

The Best Child Handler trophy  -   (awarded at the Closed Club Trial) held in November  -  is awarded to 

the highest scoring child handler. 

Kalgoorlie trophy  -  awarded to the highest scoring working dog at the West Coast Challenge trial.         

A bonus score system applies e.g. CCD: double score, CD: +5 points, CDX: + 10 points, UD: +15 points 

and UDX: +20 points. 

The Sobott trophy  -  for the highest scoring dog in 6 qualifying trials, competing in 2 different classes 

e.g. CCD and CD, CD and CDX, CDX and UD,  UD and UDX. 

The Stubbs  -  This competition is held at the Closed Club Trial in November.  It requires a high degree of 

training.  Speak to your head trainer about this competition. 

The V.I.M.S. -  This competition is held once a year in September in conjunction with the endurance test.  

This also requires a high degree of training.  Speak to your head trainer about this competition. 

Presidents’ Cup  -  This trophy is awarded to the top dog over the year (starting after the WCC)  includ-

ing all aspects of obedience, tracking, shows, all titles e.g. Breed survey status, gradings etc. 

If you are interested in this competition please contact me for an entry form as it is quite involved. 

 

If you require further information on any of these perpetual trophies please contact me on                   
carolthree809@gmail.com  or 93970168 
 

Carol-Anne Davies 

 

 

mailto:carolthree809@gmail.com
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Thanks to all members who took the time to complete this important survey 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Recommendations made in any of our articles are a guide only and  

are not a substitute for responsible veterinary treatment.  
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Speak on Command 

Speak on Command was one of the two options in the Utility ring once up on a time, considered by some a much safer exercise 

than Food Refusal. Food Refusal fell into disrepute, not merely disfavour, because of the traditional method of training for this 

exercise, which usually included a tap under the chin or at the very least a harsh NO if the dog showed any interest in the food 

offered. Quite a few years ago, as the CAWA Representative for W.A., I was able to persuade enough my fellow State Delegates 

at the ANKC Obedience Conference, to keep in the Food Refusal and Speak on Command when we introduced the new exercise 

of Directed  Retrieve. Speak on Command was even more feared than the first named exercise, and I learned that many judges 

penalised a dog heavily for lifting his chest off the ground as he gave a deep voiced resounding bark from the depths of his cav-

ernous chest! To get a full blooded bark, most dogs' chests would twitch and lose contact with the ground, causing not only point 

loss, but worse, a demoralising training sequence for the poor dog  after giving his utmost to give voice!  

Of course there were dog owners who found that both the Speak and the Food Refusal exercises were just too stressful for dog 

and handler alike, not to mention the judge who felt honour bound to take off a large  chunk of points! Let me add here, that I have 

not yet met such a judge, and I shall not be  falling over myself trying to do so! 

We find, that for months at a time, these two optional exercises  almost completely disappeared from the trials vocabulary. The 

Directed Retrieve is a ONE part exercise, whereas the other two options require three times the nervous tension, and extra 

chances of a big fat ZERO on the Judging Sheet! 

Be that as it may,  SPEAK on COMMAND  is a fun exercise to teach and can lead to many amazed and delighted friends when 

you use it to demonstrate your pup's ability to count and event foretell the future! Our main aim is to teach folks how to live with 

their dogs and how to train without pain, so as you can imagine, our puppies learn lots of little things in the whelping box, that can 

be utilised later on in life! 

VOCAL PUPPIES LEARN TO SPEAK! With any of the noisy pups, we have the extra fun of teaching them to speak on command! 

With the rest of the litter in the puppy pen, we bring one or two vocal puppies inside and tease them with a delicious puppy biscuit. 

The pups want to be fed, they will YIP with excitement, and at the tiniest sound, they will get their treat.  

This is repeated several times, and as we flick up the right hand with a flick of the wrist in a teasing movement, we say SPEAK, 

again, because he wants his treat, he will squeak if not speak, and immediately we mark that response with GOOD and release 

the food  into waiting jaws, with SPEAK, good, speak! Most vocal pups learn this in one lesson! Some may take 2 or 3 days of 

two,  three or four 3 Minute sessions spent on the "SPEAKING" game! 

CREATING A BOND FOR LIFE! 

By spending a little bit of time with each puppy on its own, away from the pack, we create a stronger bonding and imprint the dog 

for life with a keenness for interaction with man.  

At five weeks, our pups will sit whenever we bring the hand up and back a little, they will always come to our clapping hands be-

cause clapping hands mean cuddles and titbits are to be had. If they are in a group, we simply call "Puppy" and each one comes 

charging up, hoping to be the first to get a chance to throw itself into our waiting hands for body rubs and treats! 

Usually by the time our puppy buyers are ready to take their 8 week old babies home, they have learnt, through their 3 or 4 visits 

to our bitch and babies, how to use the GOOD as a marker and the FOOD as a motivator. They can successfully call their pups, 

AND have the puppies respond correctly with a full pelt gallop down the corridor. These new dog owners and their children have 

learnt how to induce a sit and a down with food, how to get the pup's attention for up to 5 seconds, and one or two other neat little 

useful moves imprinted early on to maximise their pups' potential. 

 

Some pups may have learnt to speak, others can do a  riotous retrieve, one or two might do a rollicking Recall even with distrac-

tions galore, and a couple of smarties will already KNOW the difference between a sit or a down! Each puppy has its forte - all we 

do, is find it and build on it. Playing with the puppies on a one to one basis means the puppies are imprinted for interaction with 

man, woman and child! That's right, as there are always puppy buyers with children, these youngsters learn the rules of a house-

hold with dogs at our whelping box! It is GOOD to walk through the house, NEVER run! We play games OUR way, and the chil-

dren and puppies alike take it in like the little information gathering computer brains that they are. 

SPEAK ON COMMAND is another exercise that babies can learn in the nursery so your pup may be ready for it now. If your pup 

is excitable and likes to vocalize, then he is ready for SPEAK !  

Have your puppy nice and hungry at meal time and offer him a chunk of meat.  Not in his bowl, not near his usual feeding  spot 

but elsewhere.  Tease him with the chunk of meat.  Keep it just outside his reach and flick it up and away from him with a flick of 

the wrist, towards yourself, making inciting noises: where's it gone, speak, speak, come on, speak, kiss, kiss, speak.  Flick the 

meat near him, whisk it away, kiss, kiss, speak and he will probably yip with frustration!  GOOD!  You INSTANTLY give him the 

meat.  Pick up the next bit and tease him with it. 
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The GOOD marks the behaviour that we wish to reinforce, to strengthen, and the pup, hearing the GOOD and getting the food, 

will learn with ease! 

Positive Reinforcement is used to strengthen the behaviour that we wish to develop, and we usually start off by luring a move or a 

response with the food, Food, glorious FOOD! As soon as he have the slightest move or tiniest step towards response we are 

after, we mark this point in time, this section of the move we are trying to create, with "GOOD" and release the food. Of course 

you may prefer to "Click and Treat!"  

Hungry vocal pups take to this game like ducks to water! So, again, you get him all geared up with SPEAK, SPEAK, softly and 

excited as you whisk the meat around in front of his face, move it quickly away from him, towards you, inviting him to get it, speak, 

speak and at the slightest sound from him, you give him the  GOOD and the food. Shape for a better SPEAK,  louder and strong-

er. Reward selectively and later, at random. 

Soon he will be barking for a chunk of meat, for a biscuit, his vitamin pill, his favourite toy - you show it to him, give that little flick 

of the wrist and tease him with it and he will speak!    GOOD and FOOD or Click and Treat is all you need as your training tools! 

To shape this SPEAKING behaviour into the various behaviour patterns that will be of greatest use to you, we continue to build on 

this game! 

Umpteen times during the day, we will call our pup from anywhere in the house, and the pups gets his GOOD and some food. 

Sometimes we just reward the good Recall response and let him trundle off to do what he likes, at other times, we throw in a little 

super training session! It could be half a dozen opportunities for the pup to SPEAK! Once he gets the idea, he'll squeak or speak, 

woof or gruff, what ever his vocalisation will be! Always pay up with GOOD and FOOD or Click and Treat and your pup will love 

every chance to earn some meat, or a bickie, or some cheese or even peas!  A dear friend of mine has her gluttonous Goldie 

hooked on slices of CELERY! He LOVES the moist crunchiness of it. 

As soon as our pup has the SPEAK behaviour pat, always ready to earn a treat with speak, we need to put this behaviour on cue, 

which means we no longer pay up for unsolicited speaking efforts which OF COURSE we will get every time WE sit down to eat! 

What did you think this was, a sure fire "success always and only" method?? Sure it's how to train without pain, but BOY, can it 

give YOU a HEADACHE trying to find a way to encourage your pup to play the game YOUR way and NOT pay up for the 1001 

variations to the theme your clever dog will dream up! Food motivates thought! They will try and try and then try again to make 

you PAY!  Clever pups! 

Your aim is for the pup to SPEAK reliable every time you ask for it, but NOT to speak when you say "sit or down or come or 

shush" or whatever comes to mind, and not to bark for every move that reminds him of the possibility of earning a treat with his 

speak! 

SPEAK for a TREAT is now going to be fine- tuned. You will have FUN playing lots of speaking games, and putting the behaviour 

on cue is quite easy if you remember the opposite of  reward is NO REWARD! 

It is not "punishment", it is NOT even the word NO, no matter how patiently explained or sweetly stated!  As the opposite of Re-

ward is No Reward, all we need to do when we get a wrong response, is to DO NOTHING and REMAIN SILENT! 

Go through several sessions of SPEAK  like this or in a very similar manner: 

1: Signal SPEAK - pup speaks, reinforce with "GOOD and FOOD". 

2: Signal SPEAK - pup speaks, Reinforce  

3: Smile at your pup and do nothing. Pup SPEAKS, avert your eyes. Do NOTHING, say NOTHING, keep smiling.  Pup will 

most likely keep speaking. Ignore it. Pup may offer you a "Touch" or a "Shake Hands" or a "Sit", even a "Dynamic Down" 

or any of the   behaviours that normally get her a treat. 

 That's GREAT, clever pup is trying to DRIVE you to pay up!  Ignore it! 

No matter how cute, unless you WANT to capture that move or are working on it anyway and need to reinforce the move in order 

to make it happen again, ignore whatever she offers now! If you DO want to use this new move, quit the "speak" for this session 

and work on your new behaviour. Try to work on ONE behaviour at a time.  

Go back to SPEAK in the next session which could be half an hour later! Work through steps 1, 2 and 3. 

This time, do not get side-tracked, ignore all other behaviour. 

4: When pup is FINALLY looking at you silently, encourage her to SPEAK!  

 She may keep silent - Signal again and encourage a SPEAK! 

 When she does: GOOD and FOOD or click and treat! 

5: Ask for another SPEAK and reinforce! 

6: Look at her silently and smile, if she is silent, say GOOD, then ask for SPEAK and treat! 

7:  From now on, ONLY pay for requested speak, ignore all off cue behaviours!  
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Newsletter time,  Where do we start? 

Shall we think of the fun we’ve had in our classes, at Otago Park, Craigie, with Tina and Tess surrounded by the group of 10 to 12 

puppies on a Thursday evening, all eager to play and have fun with their owners, learning the many cues that help them perform a 

move that earns them a GOOD and Food? There was lots of extra fun for all in Pre-Kindy  when President Ian Marr  joined the 

class, and put the new puppy owners and their babies through their paces!  How glad we all were that on those days when Tina 

could not get away from work (that dirty word), and Ian was there to take her class again!  Ian, Thank you for being there for us, 

Otago will miss you! 

For Ian it would have seemed like a picnic in the park, for on the Wednesdays before Thursday training at Otago, he will have had 

fun with his Pre-Kindy Class at Gosnells HQ, that’s what we have always called our Head Quarters in Southern River,  where Ian 

would have a class on around 20 or MORE (!!!)  to keep him busy, with Laurel’s group close to his, working with another dozen or 

so Pre-Kindies!  

Yes! Our membership is looking good, and our dedicated breeder members will be thrilled to see so many of their precious pup-

pies, coming to classes and learning how to be model family pets, when they’re not strutting their stuff in the show ring! 

At Gosnells, Kym and Kerrie, two of our Star Performers in the very competitive world of Obedience Trials, are always ready to 

assist any Instructor with a handler and dog that needs a little bit of extra training, and Karen has her hands full with her demand-

ing Advanced Pre-Kindy class, where she has a mixture of pups that have graduated from Pre-Kindy, and all those dogs who are 

already older, anything from 5 months to 5 years with the occasional senior dog thrown into the mix, for their caring owner learn-

ing the skills of training with Positive Reinforcement .  

At Otago, we have Gerald taking this never easy Advanced Pre-Kindy class with its mixture of well schooled Pre-Kindy graduate 

handlers and new members with older puppies, learning the desired skills from him. This combination works well for all, as the 

new folks with their older dogs will be able to copy some of the skills exhibited by the youngster with a term of training behind 

them, and this fun of working in a mixed group goes both ways, for the owners of young graduates, can see at a glance, how far 

their pups have come, in comparison with the older dogs, whose owners are just starting on the basics of learning to reward AT-

TENTION, and foster the right ATTITUDE for training by MARKING, with their conditioned reinforcer  of GOOD, or YES,  or Click,  

everything that they like, and following up with a treat, for the marker that they use, tells the dog, as part of the conditioning pro-

cess: “FOOD is coming!”  

I have a bit of really exciting news for our Trainers, Judges and handlers looking forward to the Graduation  at the State Breed 

Exhibition!  You can earn a whopping 15 Points with your dog’s favourite exercise: The Touch Game!! 

The Targeting Touch will be the first exercise in the Advanced Pre-Kindy test! You will enter the ring, take up position near the 

Starting Peg, and be able to invite your dog to “Touch!” getting him into high gear and sparking his drive to work his heart out with 

you! This is how it will look on the score sheet, and feel in the ring: 

TARGETING TOUCH 15  

Stand before sitting or standing dog, cue “touch”, reinforce at 3 touches at  5 points each.  

From now on: 

Score Is the positioning right to cue a Touch? Yes / No 

Drive to Touch : EXC, VG, G, Poor   

3 Touches may score 15 points  

Slowness loses - 1 or 2 per touch 

This has your dog ready and set to give his best in the next exercise: The Heel Work! What better way to get your dog to do his 

absolute best for you in heeling at your side? Now you not only warm up your dog with a great motivating game in the graduation, 

but you get paid points for it! A win-win situation for all!   15 Points – Go gett’em! 

Our Kindy class is conducted by Jean, who has a very special love for the Kindies who are now quite well behaved family dogs 

that are a pleasure to take out on walks, and are in a position to demonstrate some amazingly skilled behaviours, showing good 

manners throughout, whether at work or play, at home or away! They are in training to be the perfect companion dogs in the mak-

ing!  At Otago Park, the Kindy Class in MINE! Just like Jean, I think this is a magic stage of training, where we just may be able to 

persuade our loving puppy owners to go that extra mile and let their dogs develop good Recall skills! Remember your 20 Recalls 

per day, in house and garden, and you NEED at least 20 Recalls on every walk, to show your dog that YOU are just too brilliant, 

just ever so much fun to be with, have the best treats and are absolutely always ready to show them how exciting and rewarding  

life with you can be! 
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Class One is a class with a lot of enthusiasm and FUN!  Always on the go Iain Mac takes this class, and watching this mixture of 

the “March of the Gladiators”  trying to walk a straight line and give clear, commands, and the  “Dance of the Sugar Plum Fairies”  

doing their  best go give precise signals, and hone their skills of marking and rewarding just at the right moment, is a joy to see! 

Here too, I would love to work a dog in style! Purely positive, never a jerk on the leash, always precise, and rewarding, rewarding, 

rewarding, the right behaviour! Yes, we are teaching our handlers  to interrupt the wrong behaviour, let the dog think and offer the 

right move for success! Otago Park sees the Kindy and Class One dogs combined. I love those classes! Of course the trials class 

is also mine!  The Class One can also easily be combined with the CCD Class, for here we have handlers who are serious about 

learning new skills, with an eye on the trials ring!! And that’s just what Iain is working on with his class Ones! Officially CCD is the 

domain of Diane, and the next levels, Novice, Open, UD and UDX are under John’s tutelage.   

 

John has been Head Trainer for longer than even I can remember, and I have just recently watched a video where John was 

teaching the UDX Exercise called “Position on the Move”, some years before it was seen in Australian Obedience!  We had the 

this exercise in the STUBBS, a special GSDA of WA event!  

Isn’t it great to have Carol-Anne always ready to welcome new comers and help them settle in! And a hint for triallers, ask Carol-

Anne about our great competitions! 

Sunday the 23rd of March is D Day! Daytime Training!  Margaret has sent the info! How exciting to start off with ALL TRAINING 

on SUNDAYS!  YES!! No more lurking around in the dark!! That’s an in joke for Otago Park, where the lights were far away! 

We are looking forward to seeing Susan take the new Pre-Kindies in Otago again! 

 

You will have received the news on the State Breed Exhibition, and need to get your papers in order! We would like to see every 

dog in the show, and obedience, in the graduation!  Our trainers are there for you on every training day, and on Graduation Day, 

we just love to see what you have all achieved. Your training will always be tailored towards better still performance and reliability, 

and you will be so proud to show off what you and your dog can do!  If your puppy is not eligible for the show, because it was sold 

on the Limited Register, then we would like you to enter your youngster in the “Critique Only” class. In this, there will be no com-

petition against your pup’s relatives, but instead, your dog will be presented to one of our Specialist Judges or Breed Surveyors, 

and your dog will be given a critique, that is, a word picture of how the dog stands before the assessor, covering all visual aspects 

of your dog’s build, general sociability and movement as assessed in just a few steps away from, and towards the judge, and  

once  around the ring, not the lengthy gaiting that is required in a show. Your pup knows this from the Examinations in class! 

Check out the Closing Date of Entries, and get those papers and money in as soon as you can, entries are just too easily forgot-

ten, and you’ve “gotta be in it to win it!”  

Special Needs Dogs: We were in desperate need of some new Special Jackets for our dogs with  “Special Needs!” Some of our 

dogs have issues with undisciplined exuberant pups jumping in their face and show their displeasure in no uncertain manner! The 

wearing of the little orange jackets are very useful in order to indicate to other handlers, that these dogs need a little extra space 

and must never be crowded by either handlers or dogs. 

My special thanks goes to Jan Eiles, always with good cheer, and willing to lend a helping hand where needed! We have DO-

NATED to the CLUB, a dozen little Safety Vests to be worn by our Special Needs Dogs! Jan has sewn up the jackets as request-

ed, and has asked only to be reimbursed for her expenses, which I did, gladly! Jan  has given freely of her expertise and her valu-

able time. My contribution is merely the cash, but dog’s cant’ wear that! They need their smart Ankordog Jackets, expertly made 

up by Jan! Thank you Jan! Very Happy Jan! 

Wishing you all the very best for a Happy Easter, let me give my very special thanks to all the Instructors and Committee mem-

bers, kitchen, sales office, ground staff, managers and secretaries, Editor, Judges and Surveyors who keep our club running 

smoothly, and in their own way, and through their dedication, help make the GSDA of WA the great club that it is! Our breeder 

members and all competitors, especially get my best wishes at this time, for BEST OF LUCK  for everyone competing at the NA-

TIONAL!   

What the WA entry lacks in numbers this year,  is made up in quality! There are Medals and prizes to be won:  Go Gett’em! 

Honey Gross-Richardson  Obedience Chair 
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GAMES PEOPLE PLAY when their dogs can SPEAK! 

Now we are heading for unlimited fun and games and breathtaking, mind boggling learn-

ing experiences!  You can shape your dog's behaviour to continue to speak for as long as 

you LOOK at her! Be reasonable, let her bark for 3 or 4 times at the MOST! 

There is no Australian Trials requirement for extended barking and most neighbours and 

even your visitors do not need to be deafened by lengthy volleys of full throated deep or 

worse, high pitched barks!  

Right, now she will bark for as long as YOU look at her? Great! Time to shape YOUR  

behaviour! You now FADE THE PROMPT!  

You play your speaking games LESSENING the visible signal, just for the FUN OF IT! If you have your dog enthusiastically play-

ing the SPEAKING game, you will soon be able to get her to speak with the tiniest twitch of your wrist or hand! 

You can teach your dog to speak on command SPEAK and have fun getting her to speak ONCE - GOOD and FOOD! 

Have your dog barking TWICE: Reinforce! 

Bark 3 times - reinforce! If you LOOK fully at your dog after giving permission to speak with the "command" SPEAK, and avert 

your eyes as you say GOOD and present the food, it will not be long, before your clever pooch will speak with permission and be 

silent when you break eye contact! This is a GREAT GAME!  This is FUN! 

Dogs can COUNT! 

NOW you are ready to introduce your dog into the world of mathematics! 

Children will absolutely LOVE to try to beat your Wonder Dog at Arithmetic! Keep it simple, your Pal is only a dog! Ask for 5 take 

away 3 and thrill to hear you pooch bark twice! Good and FOOD! 

Sums like 5 take away 2, plus 4, take away 5 are super even for the Adults!  Watch their eyes go ROUND with surprise when you 

ask your dog to SPEAK and she barks the answer before they have  even sorted out the sums! How'd she do that??  Only YOU 

know! Ah well, so does your dog! 

Dogs can READ YOUR MIND!   For this neat trick YOU write a any number between 1 and 5 on a piece of paper and making 

sure the dog does not see, show it to your visitor. Tell them to memorise the number.  Ask them to take the piece of paper and 

carefully fold it so that the dog can not see  what's written on it. Now they are to remain silent, place the paper gently against their 

forehead and  THINK of the number. Ask your dog to read their mind and  tell you that number: SPEAK! Click and TREAT! 

THE CARD TRICK: 

This one is Rick's favourite, and I'll let him tell you his favourite story about card 

tricks in his own words:  "In our last but one litter we were asked to hold on to a ba-

by bitch for an extra four weeks until the new owner could get down to Perth. He 

was flying to Perth where he was going to hire a car for the long journey home, back 

up north. This  dear man was keen to bond with the puppy before it met the rest of 

the family, and by travelling home in easy stages, he felt confident that this time his 

new puppy was not  going to choose another family member as its boss. 

So the baby started to try its housekeeping skills on us, shifting cushions and cowhide carpets around. She had already learnt to 

speak in response to each flick of my finger when I had one of those calls that add a little extra sparkle to a breeder's day. I re-

ceived a call from a very young couple who had not quite made up their mind which breed of dog to buy. All they were certain of 

was that it had to be a very intelligent breed. 

They said that they had been told that all our pups had been spoken for, but that we still had one at home, so could they please 

come and see her and perhaps it would help them make up their mind on whether to get a German Shepherd puppy or another 

breed. 

Of course they would be welcome, says I, thinking I would have some fun. 

When the very young girl and her equally young husband came, they once again asked the question "Are German Shepherds 

more intelligent than other breeds?" 

I was completely frank and honest and told them that this was untrue, all dogs no matter the breed, are highly intelligent if the 

owners give the baby puppy the correct upbringing, and give their dogs a chance to show their skills. 

German Shepherds however, appear to be more intelligent because they form an immediate psychic link with their owners. ( I told 

you I was going to have some FUN!) 

"Look," sez I. "The best way to demonstrate this, is with a pack of cards."  
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The Set Up! 

One of my favourite tricks for my grandchildren is to cheat at cards. Using a dealers' grip you can shuffle any card up to the top 

of the pack. Now this puppy had only just learnt to speak, barking only once for each flick of the wrist, and in order for this to 

appear as though the puppy was not being guided, the card I brought to the top had to be the ace of hearts.   I asked the pup to 

first tell me "how many spots on the card" she barked once, and then to indicate the suit. Barking once for hearts twice for clubs 

etc. 

I shuffled the cards, the young wife took the top card and I told her to place it face down on the glass topped coffee table in front 

of her, without looking at the card. The puppy was lying down by the table waiting patiently for the signal to bark.  

YES! We had the SPEAK behaviour on cue!  

I told the young lady that the pup would be able to tell us what the card was, by reading her mind!  That believe it or not, subcon-

sciously she, the young woman, already knew what the card was, therefore, through the link with the dog,  we would soon know 

the answer, without looking at the card! 

With her still protesting that she couldn’t possibly know what the hidden card was, as she couldn't see it, she was guided, 

through a series of misguiding questions, until we finally arrived at the choice of two possibilities, the ace of hearts or the two. 

Success! 

I said, "Now is the time to find out if this puppy is linked to your mind!  

When you finally choose,  because your subconscious already knows what card it is,  we can ask Nannette! If she has tapped 

into your mind with her telepathic powers,  she will be able to tell us which card it is!" 

" Nannette, how many spots on the card?" 

She immediately barked once. "Ah, an Ace!" Sez I. 

"What suit is it?" Bark ONCE  for Hearts, TWICE for Clubs, Three times for Diamonds and Four times for Spades. You got it?? " 

Woof" said Nannette! That means YES!  

"What suit is it?" She barked once.  

"She says it's the ace of hearts." I told the  sceptical  young woman who turned over the card and of course it was the ace! 

Not  only that, it was the Ace of Hearts! 

"How marvellous, how clever." She said and then "But it must be a trick!" 

Ah, I thought with consternation, we had been unmasked? 

"No!"  I said, my thoughts racing, and all my Irish heritage coming to the fore: "But look at the table, it's made of glass!"    

Will they fall for it??  " Nannette was cheating, she could see the card all the time, you see!"  

Understanding dawned on the young wife's face as she looked at the pup with awe! What else could this young couple do, but 

believe this plausible explanation and  go  away convinced that German Shepherds could tell one playing card from another! No 

wonder they were looking for a super intelligent dog. Someone in the family needed to be!! Not nice Rick! 

That man could con me too, I think! Be that as it may be, you can have a lot of FUN with Happy Training and teaching your dog 

to SPEAK! 
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A reminder to our Show fraternity 

you will find it easier and much 

more convenient to enter shows 

via Show Manager. 
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And they certainly are for this new Australian Champion—                        
well done Indy and the team  

Volscaro  Lenton Brae B.S. Class 1 A Z  
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It is very exciting when you make that decision to buy a new puppy.  The trip to visit Mum and her 

little ones—picking out that one special puppy that you want to share your home and family with.  Af-

ter you get your “baby” home you realise THAT: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We have all had these experiences with our new pups but it does pass and you will be hard pressed to 

remember those scratches and teeth marks.  Be patient and fair, work on all those distraction methods 

you are being taught and it will all work out in the end. 

We may be preaching to the converted here— remember training and socialising your dog is necessary.  

Just as it is necessary for us!!!  As part of our everyday lives we are trained—trained to get up, have our 

breakfast, catch that bus, do a day’s work, back on the bus, get home, do your chores.  When you get 

home what better way to relax  and tell your best mate how your day was.   

On Sundays you gather with like minded folk at training and you can share all those cute funny stories with 

your new found “family”  Stick at the training and socialisation—it works and gives you BOTH  a purpose 

and a break from that endless cycle of work.                                                        
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So, next time, you’re at the dog park: 

  Don’t leave it for someone else to pick up.  If it’s your dog, it’s your poo  

 too.  Contrary to popular belief in some  areas, the Dog Poo Fairy does not exist. 

  Always carry at least two poo bags with you.  You know that little poo machine 

 on the end of your lead is more  than capable of doing it at least twice on a walk, 

 usually in the middle of crossing the road if anything like my  dog, or you 

 may just be able to help out another dog owner caught short.  I’ve lost count of 

 the number of  times I had to go in to a store to beg a second plastic bag        

 because one of my dogs has left a parcel on the  pavement outside.  It is mortify

 ing – especially if it’s one of the posher designer clothes stores.  I once had to 

 shut  my dog’s lead in the door of such a store (dogs were not allowed inside) 

 with the dog on one side and me on the  other, whilst trying explaining to very a snooty assistant across the shop 

 floor that I needed one of their expensive cardboard bags to pick up my dog’s poo – and I did not want to buy any

 thing.…  No more, however.  I now often look like a hobo with plastic bags overflowing from every pocket, but   

 better safe than sorry! 

  don’t flush it.  Our water treatment systems are designed for us, not your dog.  Poo is biodegradable, after all, no 

 matter what you feed your dog – so a landfill site is ultimately the best place for it. 

  once you’ve conscientiously scooped your poo in your poo bag, put it in a bin!  Do not hang it on a nearby 

 bush.  Nothing spoils a lovely walk more than having to stroll through a lane decorated with colorful bags of dog 

 waste hanging in the trees. 

 
if you find you’re picking up more than a handful, or it runs through holes in the bag, its time to 
consider changing your dog’s diet.  Although it is frequently said that “you only get out of some-
thing what you are prepare to put in”, the converse is true when discussing the subject of poo – 
put the right stuff in (species appropriate, natural food) and you get (almost) nothing out!  You’ll 
not only be doing yourself and your wallet a huge favor, but also your dog and the environment. 
 

 
WHAT WILL THEY THINK OF NEXT!!!! 
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SAVE THIS DATE—come along to watch this emerging sport 

Congratulations to Candy & Brendon—Mr & Mrs Wedge 
From all of your friends at the G.S.D.A. of W.A.  
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